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ReEd (Research in Education) is a research bulletin aimed at 
sharing our research contributions with the global community.  
this is an initiative of the office of Education research at the 
National institute of Education (NiE), Singapore.

For enquiries, email haryanti.sazali@nie.edu.sg
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Senior Research Scientist,
Office of Education Research
National Institute of Education

EffEctivE bilingualism is a goal of long-
standing educational policy in Singapore, introduced 
in the first years of the nation’s independence and 
strongly advocated by the founding Prime Minister, 
the late Mr Lee Kuan Yew. 

His prescient views of bilingualism as beneficial 
to individuals and society still ring true today: With 
multilingualism becoming more common worldwide 
in an increasingly globalized world, and reported 
cognitive advantages of bilinguals, learning to 
communicate in more than one language is now 
generally considered in a positive light.  

At the same time, there are challenges in meeting 
this admirable goal, and in educating children and 
students from diverse backgrounds. This issue 
of ReEd highlights projects that focus on specific 
approaches, methods and techniques for attaining 
bilingual outcomes. 

Each project examines early influences on children’s 
language development, including both home and 
school environments that are foundational to 
children’s language skills.  

In the first two projects, the phenomenon of code 
switching, or use of both languages, is analysed 
in different ways. Associate Professor Viniti Vaish 
studies the method of translanguaging as a support 
for children who are struggling to learn to read. 
Translanguaging is a carefully planned alternation 
between a child’s languages for teaching, in this case 
the use of mother tongue to support story reading 
and retelling in English.  

Shared book reading is also a method used in Dr 
Mukhlis Abu Bakar’s study on bilingual Malay-English 

learning. Dr Mukhlis examines the technique of 
dialogic interaction during parent-child readings of 
dual-language books as a way to encourage bilingual 
learning for developing both the child’s language 
skills and engagement with the mother tongue.  

My team investigates the use of a technology-
based tool for teaching early English literacy skills 
to children from Chinese-speaking families. The 
educational tool is rendered on iPads and uses 
multimodal presentation of interactive fonts to help 
children learn phonics (letter-sound pairings) for 
developing decoding skills which are important in 
learning to read an alphabetic language. 

Finally, Dr Nguyen Thi Thuy Minh and colleagues 
considered the pragmatic aspects of language in 
their study on Chinese parent-child interactions in 
English. They are interested in the pragmatic use of 
language(s) by both children and parents as a way to 
express socio-cultural norms and values.  

These projects, amongst others, further our 
understanding of children’s developing bilingual 
literacy, comprehension and pragmatic competence. 
Such understanding will contribute to the additive 
approach to language education in light of past and 
present bilingual policy goals outlined by this issue’s 
Researcher in the Spotlight, Associate Professor  
Rita Elaine Silver.

In this issue, we are also introducing a new section 
called Research in Action. Schools that are our 
partners in research will share with us how research 
has made a difference to the practice of their 
teachers, and the learning of their students. 
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Using The First Language
To Teach The Second 

Viniti and the teachers let them use both English 
language and their MTL. 

This method, in which children are allowed to mix 
languages, is also called “translanguaging”. A new 
term in biliteracy research, it involves meaning 
making that moves seamlessly between two or 
more languages. 

“The children move in and out of their fi rst and 
second language if, for instance, they get stuck 
on an English word, they can use a Malay word,” 
says Viniti. “And then we tell the students to try it 
in only English so that they get multiple chances to 
experience new vocabulary.” 

Starting Early  For Viniti, the best time to tackle 
reading diffi culty is when children are in pre-school. 

“My dream for this project is to take it to a large-
scale intervention which I hope to do with pre-
schoolers,” says Viniti. 

One aspect of the intervention would be to do a 
“shared-book” approach in English and MTL. “A 
shared-book approach is when an adult and a child 
engage in dialogic reading,” shares Viniti. 

She hopes to work with parents to teach them how 
to create conversations and dialogues with their 
child around books that they read together. The 
key is to ask their child specifi c questions (in both 
languages) and to encourage them to also ask 
questions in return. 

The ultimate goal, then, is to help each child 
become profi cient in both the English and their 
mother tongue language. And for Viniti, this is a 
pursuit worth striving for. 

gROWing uP in a multilingual family, Associate 
Professor Viniti Vaish learned to speak three 
languages. She thrived in that kind of environment, 
and became interested in bilingualism and biliteracy. 

But she observed that in multicultural Singapore, 
some pupils struggle to develop fl uency in more 
than one language. Many of them use their mother 
tongue language (MTL) at home but are expected 
to mostly learn in English language in school. 

“We tend to put a lot of emphasis on children who 
succeed,” shares Viniti. “I would like to refocus the 
gaze of researchers and academics to the children 
who need help, and to encourage everybody to 
look at new ways of teaching struggling kids.” 

Customizing for Learning Needs  Focusing on 
pupils in the Learning Support Programme (LSP) 
for her research, Viniti developed a method called 
“Raise-the-BAR” (Bilingual Approach to Reading), 
which uses English and MTL to enhance pupils’ 
reading experience and outcomes in vocabulary, 
grammar and discourse.

Take homophones in vocabulary, for example. To 
help pupils differentiate between words that sound 
the same but mean different things, the teacher 
can use the mother tongue language to help clarify 
that distinction. 

“A bilingual teacher must be one who is able to 
isolate the lexical items that are to be taught (e.g., 
hole and whole, or knight and night) and is able to 
switch between the two languages, depending on 
which mother tongue group the pupil belongs to,” 
shares Viniti. 

“This will be taught in a highly customized way that 
caters to the specifi c learning needs of the pupil,” 
explains Viniti. “We believe pupils can benefi t from a 
judicious use of MTL in the English class.” 

Viniti admits that some parents might feel 
uncomfortable if the teacher starts teaching 
English Language in another language. She 
emphasizes that “this is a studied method and not 
an unruly, miscalculated lack of profi ciency on the 
part of the teacher”.  

Telling It Right  A way to help children hone their 
language skills is to let them tell stories. Here, the 
pupil is asked to read a story and then to retell it. 

Viniti hopes to help children thrive in a multilingual 
environment. 

PROJECT TEAM

Principal Investigator Viniti Vaish, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigators Goh Yeng Seng, Mohd Aidil Subhan, National Institute of Education, 
Singapore
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PROJECT TEAM

Principal Investigator Mohd Mukhlis Bin Abu Bakar, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Collaborators Elizabeth Pang, Haslindah Bte Mispan, Nurfa’izah Bte Tubi, Ministry of Education, 

Singapore; Kartini Bte Anwar, National Institute of Education, Singapore

Reading in Dual Languages 

if a cHilD reads well in English, would his 
or her reading skills transfer to the mother 
tongue language (MTL)? In theory, yes, says 
NIE Associate Professor Dr Mukhlis Abu Bakar. 
Literacy skills in bilinguals are interdependent, but 
how successful the transfer is depends on how 
similar the writing systems are, how much passive 
knowledge the child has of the MTL, and the 
extent he or she is motivated to read in MTL. 

The last point is crucial. But Mukhlis noticed there 
are relatively fewer story books for children in 
Malay than in English language. He decided to 
fi nd a way to address this.

Dual-language Books  Mukhlis’s research study 
looked at the extent dual-language books (which 
offer the same narrative in Malay and English) 
help cultivate an interest in young Malay children 
to read in their MTL. 

“Basically, parents can use the books as a 
scaffolding, so the child can develop interest and 
skills in Malay, before moving on to reading stories 
entirely in Malay,” he explains.

Mukhlis observed 6-year-olds in two settings: 
during their interactions with their mothers at 
home, and peer reading in pre-school, but outside 
of curriculum time.

He emphasizes that the dual-language books are 
best read with a partner, preferably the parent. 
“We want a dialogic interaction—it’s not just about 
reading the text; it’s about making meaning out of 
the text,” says Mukhlis.

“Reading with your child and asking questions 
about the stories can be really enjoyable. With 
dual-language books, discussing the meaning 
of new and unfamiliar words helps the child to 
discover commonalities and differences between 
the languages, thus increasing his or her 
metalinguistic awareness.”

Bilingual Learning  Mukhlis notes that while 
Singapore encourages bilingualism, classrooms 
are often monolingual spaces, where only one 
language is used at a time.

Research has shown that one language can assist 
the learner in the acquisition of another language, 
and when bilinguals speak, they can move from 
one language to another.

Reading dual-language books is one way to 
encourage such flexible bilingual learning. In 
some cases, he found mother and child alternating 
between the two languages.

“There’s a fear that this is code switching,” he 
notes. “But purposeful code switching—which 
experts call ‘translanguaging’—can actually benefit 
the child in building up linguistic resources of two 
languages. It does not lead to a lower proficiency 
in their dominant language, but it can actually help 
the child acquire better competency in the weaker 
language.”

Sustaining Interest  The project showed positive 
changes in the children’s attitudes towards the 
MTL, especially those whose parents made 
reading fun for them and gave space to Malay in 
the interaction. The children are now more used to 
speaking and reading in Malay at home even as 
their English vocabulary expands.

Mukhlis believes that the benefi ts of dual-language 
books can extend beyond the home to the 
classroom.

“As a follow-up from this project, I will be working 
in an MTL classroom with teachers,” shares 
Mukhlis. “The six stories in dual languages that my 
NIE students and I created and published for the 
purpose of the present project will also be used for 
the next project.”

Mukhlis hopes to open up bilingual spaces in 
school, so pupils’ interest in reading and writing in 
their MTL can be sustained. “We’ll see how it can 
move from there. It’s really a step-by-step process: 
from home to MTL classrooms. Who knows, maybe 
there’s a way to extend it into the English classroom 
in the future.”
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Mukhlis is using dual-language books to spark the interest 
of Malay children to read in Malay.
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Overcoming the Complexities 
of Reading in English

PROJECT TEAM

Principal Investigator Beth O’Brien, National Institute of Education, Singapore
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Decoding Words  The ability to decode words is 
what makes a successful reader. Decode refers 
to “breaking down” a word to its individual letters 
and sounds before fi nally reading them as a 
whole word. 

“It requires them to know the letters and the 
sounds the letters represent, and putting them 
into words,” Beth shares. Due to the irregularities 
of English phonics, the skill of decoding is very 
important, she adds. 

Her research study has yielded positive results: 
Children who were taught with See Word Reading 
were better able to put letters and words together. 

Beth hopes that one day, she can focus on not just 
helping Chinese-speaking children, but also Malay- 
and Tamil-speaking ones. After all, if the children 
can read well, they will be well on their way to even 
more learning!

DiD YOu KnOW that the English language is 
considered one of the hardest languages to learn 
to read? This is especially so for young learners 
who grew up speaking a very different language, 
such as Chinese. 

NIE researcher Dr Beth O’Brien decided to look 
into how she can help these young learners 
acquire the skills needed to read English.

A Complex Language  Learning the English 
language is a challenge for some. This is because 
some English phonemes, such as the sounds of 
the letters V and Z, do not exist in the Chinese 
language.

“There are also a lot of consonant clusters in 
English such as ‘ch’ and ‘sh’ that don’t appear in 
Chinese,” Beth explains. 

On top of that, the English language is not 
always consistent in terms of the letter-sound 
correspondence. “One letter might be pronounced 
differently in different context,” she adds. “Or you 
could have multiple ways of spelling different 
speech sounds.”

Identifying Letters  Children have to learn how 
to navigate these complexities before they can 
become fl uent readers in English. Beth decided to 
test out an iPad application created by one of her 
research colleagues, Renee Seward.

“We call it See Word Reading,” Beth shares. “It is 
a mnemonic device, which is like a memory aid 
that gets children to remember sounds related to 
the letter by using visual cues.”

In using the app, a large letter, say, P, will be 
fl ashed on the screen. Children then trace the 
letter as accurately as possible.  Images of 
objects starting with P (e.g., peach, pen) will 
appear within the large letter. Their names will 
also be read aloud.

Eventually, when pupils see a letter, it will trigger 
their visual memory of all the objects associated 
with it. This, in turn, acts as a cue to the letter’s 
sound.

Once they are familiar with letters and sounds, 
pupils are on their way to decoding words.

Beth is passionate in helping young learners identify letters 
and read words better.
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language to convey values that are important to 
the Chinese, such as respect for the elderly. For 
example, parents would prompt their children 
to invite their grandparents to partake in dinner 
before they start eating. “It is not switching in terms 
of languages, but values,” says Marlar.   

They also observed that such bilingual families 
use particles of speech common to Singaporeans, 
such as lah and leh. These particles serve the 
purpose of softening a request or an order, for 
example, “Give that to me lah.”  

“Our assumption is that by choosing these 
particles, the parents socialize their children not 
only to the language use but also in terms of socio-
cultural norms and values of the society to which 
they belong as cultural members,” says Minh. 

Fluid Rules  Because pragmatic skills are social 
and cultural in nature, the rules are often fl uid. 
It is about “how you see yourself in relation to 
other people and how you adjust your language 
appropriately according to your audience,” explains 
Minh. “It’s quite complex.”  

Children often learn the pragmatics of informal 
interactions from their parents. But they need to 
know how to communicate in formal contexts too, 
and this is where teachers can help. Minh and 
Marlar think that children will benefi t if teachers 
can think of good English usage as being part 
pragmatic skills, and part grammar and vocabulary.  

Marlar was heartened to discover recently that 
at least one pre-school in Singapore has begun 
teaching pre-school children values and courtesy 
as part of their language curriculum.  

She and Minh are keen to explore next how 
bilingual children develop pragmatic competence 
in more than one language. Studies in that area 
will certainly increase our knowledge of how 
children can communicate better in a multilingual 
society like Singapore. 
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HOW DOEs a child learn how to greet, thank, 
request, apologize, refuse and disagree? It is 
more than just knowing the right words. It is also 
about being aware when, what and how to say 
them. These are known as pragmatic skills. 

“Much research has focused on how parents, 
through the interaction with their children, teach 
grammar, but less research has examined the 
role of parent-child interaction in the development 
of pragmatic skills, especially in the bilingual or 
multilingual home context. 

“It means how to use language appropriately, 
meaningfully and effectively in a socially 
appropriate manner instead of just being 
grammatically accurate,” says Dr Nguyen Thi 
Thuy Minh.  

She highlights that linguistic, cognitive, as well 
as social development are involved when a child 
progresses from saying “I want” to making a 
request using “Can I?” 

Both Assistant Professors with the English 
Language and Literature Academic Group, Minh 
and Dr Soe Marlar Lwin wondered how parents 
teach their children how to use English language 
appropriately. They noticed that very few studies 
have looked into this, and decided to observe 
the parent-child interactions of seven English-
speaking Chinese families in Singapore.

Passing on Cultural Knowledge  The 
researchers found that parents often use English 

Pragmatic Skills in 
Learning English

PROJECT TEAM

Principal Investigator Nguyen Thi Thuy Minh, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigator Soe Marlar Lwin, National Institute of Education, Singapore
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Minh (seated) and Marlar are exploring how Chinese 
children learn how to use the English language 
appropriately.



Ed Researcher in the Spotlight
Associate Professor Rita Elaine Silver

Which areas in language education do you think 
merit further attention and research? 

There has been much talk about standards and 
profi ciency in the mother tongues as more and more 
families switch to using English language at home. 
Do we need to reconsider our teaching methods if 
students are actually learning their MTL as a school 
language rather than a home language?  Should 
we be teaching only the formal, academic variety 
or should we also be teaching more informal, 
conversational language? 

In our conclusion to the book, Wendy and I note 
issues with the “silos” in language pedagogy in our 
schools. Teachers of different languages are trained 
separately and in schools they work in separate units, 
rarely having the chance to discuss students’ needs 
or pedagogy together—though they are interested in 
that. It would be helpful if they could do that, but their 
schedules make it quite diffi cult. 

Another area would be learner identity and how it 
links to language learning and profi ciency. This is 
a growing area in language acquisition research 
and it’s especially pertinent to Singapore. As I 
mentioned, many people see being bilingual as part 
and parcel of being Singaporean. I regularly ask my 
students if they consider themselves to be bilingual. 
Many say no, but are rather embarassed because 
they think they should be. But I fi nd that many 
of them can communicate well in two (or more) 
languages—but they feel they are not “bilingual 
enough” because of lower profi ciency in one area. 
The very high expectations of the education system 
can be a double-edged sword—with some people 
feeling they have not lived up to the national 
expectations. 

There is also the opposite case, those who feel that 
they don’t need to be profi cient in the mother tongue 
to be “Chinese” or ”Indian”. For example, one student 
told me “I am Chinese-Singaporean. It doesn’t 
matter if I speak Mandarin or not.” She didn’t feel 
that Mandarin was an essential part of her “Chinese-
ness”. Chinese was just another school subject to be 
mastered for her exams. That’s rather sad, I think. 
And not surprisingly, it impacted her motivation to 
learn. Finally, some are sorry that they don’t know 
their dialects, which they feel are more closely 
related to their ethnicity. So I think that we need more 
research on how learners see themselves in relation 
to English and their mother tongues. 

a vEtERan teacher educator and researcher in 
language education, Rita is especially interested 
in how language is acquired and taught in the 
Singapore classrooms. She recently co-authored 
the book Quadrilingual Education in Singapore: 
Pedagogical Innovation in Language Education with 
Associate Professor Wendy Bokhorst-Heng from 
Crandall University in Canada. 

Quadrilingualism refers to the learning and use of 
the four offi cial languages in Singapore: English, 
Malay, Chinese and Tamil. We ask her to share her 
thoughts on language education in Singapore. 

You mentioned in your book that despite 
continuing concerns, singapore has actually 
been “overwhelmingly successful” in 
implementing quadrilingual education. What did 
we get right?

There’s no question Singapore has always had a 
strong, consistent emphasis on bilingual education. 
And the system is intended to be “additive” in that 
all children are expected to learn two languages 
to a relatively high profi ciency level. Students 
study English plus their designated mother tongue 
language (MTL) throughout their primary and 
secondary education. Continuing opportunities 
for language learning over time is very important 
because building language profi ciency does take 
time. It is also helpful that high expectations are 
set and that students are taught all language skills: 
speaking, listening, reading, writing. 

Bilingual education, with the goal of a quadrilingual 
society, is built into all aspects of the educational 
system and that really supports learners. Singapore 
has made a huge investment in this—not only 
fi nancially but also socially. Bilingualism is highly 
valued by the society. For many people, being 
bilingual is part of the Singaporean identity.
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Research in Action

A teacher would then implement a unit in his or her 
classroom. For lesson study, other teachers would 
usually attend and observe the lesson. But to save 
them some time, the researchers video-recorded 
the lessons and turned them into 30-minute video 
summaries. 

Each teacher would select a few moments in the 
videos that they think merit a closer look, and discuss 
them with the team. 

Developing Teachers Professionally  From 
planning the replacement units to facilitating the post-
unit discussions, developing the teachers professionally 
is constantly on the NIE researchers’ minds. 

The teachers found the discussions about the video 
summaries especially useful as “the insights from 
the researchers are something we would not have 
noticed or realized as teachers,” says Alex. 

He also notes that the teachers are now more aware 
of those critical aspects of their students’ learning that 
they should pay attention to. 

“Because they were involved in that process, there 
was a lot of unpacking, thinking through, talking about 
learning outcomes with the team of NIE researchers,” 
says Mrs Ong. “The teachers have grown, so I think 
we dare say they would be pretty confi dent in running 
their own lesson study groups.”

The partnership has been such a success that a 
few pedagogical strategies from the NIE-school 
collaboration are now being used by their colleagues 
from other levels and even subjects, notes Mrs Irni 
Prasad, the HOD (Math). 

To extend the learning beyond their school to others, 
Bukit View Secondary held a Math symposium last 
year and shared their strategies with more than 100 
Math teachers. 

Their work together also yielded the ALGECards, a 
set of manipulatives to help students learn algebra. 
These cards are now being used by NIE teacher 
educators in preservice modules. 

Even though research and PLC can be time-
consuming, the Math teachers remain positive about 
continuing this partnership with the NIE research team. 

“It’s really worth the while, because we saw how our 
teachers delve deep into how they teach a topic, 
and how they observe their students learn,” says 
Mrs Ong. 

tHE tEacHERs in Bukit View Secondary School 
are so familiar with Dr Leong Yew Hoong from the 
Mathematics and Mathematical Education (MME) 
Academic Group in NIE that they sometimes call him 
Ah Leong. 

It is no surprise that they feel at ease with him—along 
with his other MME colleagues such as Associate 
Professor Tay Eng Guan, Dr Yap Sook Fwe and Dr 
Quek Khiok Seng, Dr Leong has worked with the 
school for 8 years on various Math research projects.

A Research Collaboration  It all started when 
School Staff Developer and Head of Department 
(HOD) for Educational Technology Mr Alexander 
Chia attended Dr Leong’s presentation at an 
education conference in 2007. Dr Leong shared how 
they might teach geometric proof and invited schools 
to try out his approach.

Alex decided to take up the offer. “It was a new topic, 
pretty challenging for the teachers, so we thought 
some expert help would be good,” says Vice-
Principal Mrs Yvonne Ong, who was then the HOD 
(Math). “Dr Leong proposed a kind of collaboration 
with us, with elements of lesson study.” 

From there, an enduring research partnership was 
forged. 

Helping Normal (Academic) Students  One such 
project was “Mathematical Progress and Value for 
Everyone”. Dr Leong and colleagues worked with 
teachers to help Normal (Academic) students make 
long-term gains in Math learning. 

The team put their heads together to plan what they 
call “replacement units”, or lesson units for specifi c 
Math topics. What is special about these units is 
that they are catered for students’ cognitive and 
affective needs. 

Forging a Research Partnership with Bukit View 
Secondary School 

Irni, Alex and Mrs Ong have been working with NIE 
Math researchers for the past 8 years.



Redesigning Pedagogy 
International Conference 2015
The Offi ce of Education Research (OER) recently 
organized the sixth Redesigning Pedagogy International 
Conference, one of the biggest education research 
conferences in Singapore.  

Held from 2 to 4 June, this biannual conference for 
teachers, educational researchers, teacher educators 
and education offi cials saw over 1,200 local and 
international delegates debating, discussing and 
sharing their ideas and perspectives in education. 

The theme for this year was Leaders, Values and Citizenship in the 21st Century Education. The conference was 
convened by Prof David Hung, Associate Dean of OER and Head of Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice; 
Associate Prof Manu Kapur, Head of the Learning Sciences Lab; and Associate Prof Kerry Lee, Head of Education 
and Cognitive Development Lab. 

This year’s conference was held in conjunction with the inaugural Arts, Humanities and Literature Conference 2015 
and the 11th International CitizED Conference. 

The conference featured seven keynoters, including well-known scholars such as Prof A. Lin Goodwin, Prof James 
Spillane and Prof Erica McWilliam. They shared insights on diverse topics, such as the purpose of schools in the 
21st century and school leadership for 21st century learning. 

Ms Indranee Rajah, the Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Law and Ministry of Education, was the Guest of Honour. 

Prof Hung said: “The conference was a great opportunity for our teachers to share on education research and 
their continuous improvements made on learning practices, both within and beyond classrooms. I hope they had 
enriching dialogues not just from one another, but also with our overseas delegates and guests.”

“This conference brings us right to the very heart of education as it stands the test of time, and stays relevant and 
dear to anyone who cares about teaching and learning,” added NIE Teaching Fellow Dr Steven Tan, a representative 
from the Conference Organising Committee. 

The conference was covered by media outlets 
such as Channel News Asia Online, MediaCorp 
News and MediaCorp Suria News. 

SingTeach, an NIE publication that translates 
research into practice for teachers, has just 
published an issue on the conference. The 
issue is available at: http://singteach.nie.edu.sg/
category/issues/issue53-jun-2015/ 

More information about the conference is available 
at: http://conference.nie.edu.sg/2015/ 
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Research Highlights
Events by Offi ce of Education Research

CJ Koh Professorship 2015
NIE welcomed its 11th CJ Koh Professor Fernando Reimers, who was in 
Singapore from 18 to 22 May 2015. 

Each year, outstanding professors in education are hosted by NIE under the 
CJ Koh Professorship in Education Programme.  

Professor Reimers is the Ford Foundation Professor of the Practice in 
International Education and Director of both the Global Education Innovation 
Initiative and the International Education Policy Programme at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education. An expert in global education, his work focuses 
on the relationship between education policy, innovation, leadership and 
quality improvement to support children and youth in developing the skills they 
need to thrive in the 21st century. 

During his visit, Professor Reimers met with pre-service teachers from the NIE Teaching Scholars Programme at a 
fi reside chat hosted by the Offi ce of Teacher Education. He also conducted a seminar entitled “An Education for the 
21st Century” for NIE faculty and graduate students. The seminar, which was attended by more than 80 participants, 
examined the history of the 21st century skills movement, and how we can support 21st century education based on 
fi ndings from a comparative research conducted by the Global Education Innovation Initiative. 

A key highlight of the visit was the public lecture “Educating Global Citizens” held at Civil Service College on 21 May 
2015. Professor Reimers shared what it means to be a global citizen and the barriers to advancing global citizenship 
education. More than 120 guests from MOE, NIE and the schools attended the lecture. 

Professor Reimers also met with Ms Indranee Rajah, Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Law and Ministry of 
Education, to discuss issues pertinent to the Singapore education system. 

Pedagogies: An International Journal Turns 10 
NIE journal Pedagogies: An International Journal is celebrating its 10th anniversary this year!

Published quarterly by NIE and international publisher Taylor & Francis, Pedagogies is all about change and 
innovation in the most common, typical, and central of educational processes: teaching and learning in classrooms. 
As Founding Editor Professor Allan Luke wrote during the journal’s inception in 2006, “the heart of signifi cant 
innovation in education lies in the classroom”.

This sentiment is echoed by current Editors Associate Professor Rita Elaine Silver from the English Language and 
Literature Academic Group and Associate Professor Lee Yew Jin from the Natural Sciences and Science Education 
Academic Group. They also share that while it is challenging to grow a new journal, 
they are both pleased to see the journal’s expanding international readership, and 
are excited to push it to greater heights.

To mark this special milestone, the Editors hosted a wine reception for Pedagogies 
during the Redesigning Pedagogy International Conference 2015 in June. They 
have also chosen some of the journal’s best articles for an Anniversary Virtual 
Special Issue. “We feel that they best refl ect the wide range of interesting articles 
that we have enjoyed reading over the years,” Yew Jin shares. “They were studies 
that made us stop and think about our work as teacher educators.”

The Virtual Special Issue has been published and the 15 articles can be accessed 
for free till the end of year. To view them, please visit: http://explore.tandfonline.com
/page/ed/hped-vsi
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Project No. Project Title Principal 
Investigator

OER 10/15 GWF Understanding Teacher Learning Communities as Support for Implementation of Computer 
Simulations for Physics Conceptual Instruction Gavin Fulmer

OER 9/15 EK Measuring and Nurturing Teamwork Competency through a Computer-supported Creative 
Collaborative Problem-Solving Program Elizabeth Koh

OER 08/15 KKH Effects and Mechanisms of a Deep Breathing Intervention for Test Anxiety—An Exploratory 
Study on the Use of Mobile EEG Headsets in Educational Research Fannie Khng

OER 12/15 CCD Perceptions, Policies and Practices: AfL in the Singapore Context Christopher Deneen

OER 02/15 HJS Investigating the Generation-fi rst-instruction-later Method for its Rffects on Learning and 
Transfer—A Proposal to Study Analogical Reasoning as the Generation Task Huang Jun Song

OER 07/15 CYL A Socio-cognitive Approach to Teaching English Language Writing: Impact on Primary 
School Students’ Compositions Cheung Yin Ling

OER 04/15 MG Game Development for Education Matthew Gaydos

OER 06/15 RJL Preparing Students to Collaboratively Solve Community and Global Issues: Focusing on Low 
Progress Learners Rachel Jane Lam

OER 13/15 KBK Implementation of Self-Assessment and Investigation of Feedback in Lower Primary 
Classrooms Dennis Kwek

OER 01/15 MEM Engaging Parents as Supportive Partners: A Baseline Study of Practices in Singapore 
Schools Maria Manzon

OER 05/15 WLH Investigating Affordances of Learning Contexts in Mediating and Enhancing Students’ 
Participation in School-based Vocational Education in Singapore Wang Loke Heng

OER 03/15 YT Multi-level ICT Integration for Diffusing Complex Technology-mediated Pedagogical 
Innovations Toh Yancy

OER 11/15 PT Visualising and Performing Character and Citizenship through Digital Storytelling Phillip Towndrow

EdEd

cOngRatulatiOns tO our colleagues whose research projects were approved for funding in the 13th Request for 
Proposals by the Offi ce of Education Research. 

The full list of projects is available on the NIE website (www.nie.edu.sg) under Research@NIE.
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